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Abstract. Let (/i,m) be a Noetherian local ring, A an Artinian R-module and M a finitely generated 
fl-module. Consider tlie following property: 

AnnR(0 :A p) = p for all prime ideals p D Arnifl A. (*) 

We say that A is quasi unmixed ii dira{R/p) = dim(fi/Ann^ J4) for all p"G minAtt^ A. In [14] the author 
and L. T. Nhan showed that if a quasi unmixed Artinian module A satisfies property (*) then the ring 
R/AntijtA is catenary and dim(ii/AnnR A) =dim(it/Ann^v4). In this paper we give an example to show 
that the conversion of this result is not true in general. In [14] we also had that for an integer i > 0, if the 
local cohomology module H!„{M) is quasi unmixed then H^{M) satisfies the property (*) if and only if the 
ring R/Annj[(/fm(M)) is catepary and dim(fi/A'nnR(J^J,(A/))) = dim(R/Ann^(Hi(A^))). Also by above 
example we will show that this result is not true for local cohomology with arbitrary support. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Throughout this paper, let {R, m) be a Noetherian local ring, A an Artinian ii-module, 
and M be a finitely generated ii-module. For each ideal / of R, we denote by Var(/) the 
set of all prime ideals containing / . 

It is clear that Annii(M/pM) = p for all p G Var(AnnjiM). Therefore it is natural to 
ask the dual property for Artinian modules: 

Annfl(0 •.Ap) = \i for all p e Var(AnnH^)- (*) 

If ii is complete with respect to m-adic topology, it follows by Maths duality that the 
property (*) is satisfied for all Artinian iJ-modules. However, there are Artinian modules 
which do not satisfy this property. For example, by [4, Example 4.4], the Artinian R-
module Hl,{R) does not satisfy the property (*), where R is the Noetherian local domain 
of dunension 2 constructed by M. Ferrand and D. Raynaud [7] (see also [12, App. Ex. 2]) 
such that its m-adic completion .R has an associated prime q of dimension 1. 

Note that if R is complete with respect to m-adic topology then the property (*) is 
satisfied for all Artinian R-moduIes. In this case, the Matlia duality is useful to study the 
relation between the category of Artinian H-modules and the category of Noetherian R-
modules. In case the ring R is not complete, it seems to us that the study of the property (*) 
for Artinian modules is very important since it gives a lot of information on the base ring R, 
see [3], [13], [14], [16], .... The main theorem of [3] states that if M is a finitely generated 
iJ-module with dimM = d then the top local cohomology module H^iM) satisfies the 
property (*) if and only if the ring Rj AnnR(ff^(7W)) is catenary. Note that Att^ Hi{M) = 
fp G ASSR(M) I dimi?/p = d}. In [14], Nhan and the author defined unmixed Artinian 
modules. 
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Definition 1.1. An Artinian i?-module A is said to be equidimensional if 

dim(i?/p) = dim(i?/AnnH A) 

for all attached primes p G min Attn A. We say that A is quasi unmixed if the iZ-mo_dule A 
is equidimensional, i.e. dim(K/p) ^ dim(H/ Anng A) for all p G min Att^ A. If dim(fl/p) — 
dim(.R/ Ann^ A) for all 'p 6 Att^ A then A is called unmixed. 

By above definition, H^{M) is unmixed. So the following main result in [14] generalized 
the main result of [3]. 

Theorem 1.2. [14, Theorem 1.1,1.2] (a) Assume that A is quasi unmixed. IfAjatisfies the 
property (*) then the ring R/ AnnRA is catenary anddim{R/ AauR A) = dim(i?/Ann^ A). 

(b) Assume that H^(M) is quasi-unmixed. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) -H^(M) satisfies the property (*). 
(ii) dim [Rj AnnR(FJ,(M))) = dim [R/ Ann^ Hl{M))) and the ring R/ AnnR{Hi{M)) 

is catenary. 

It is natural to consider the conversion of Theorem 1.2 (a). In this paper we give an 
example to show that the conversion of this result is not true in general. This example also 
shows that the result in Theorem 1.2 (b) is not true for local cohomology with arbitrary 
support. That is the main purpose of this paper. 

This paper is divided into 2 sections. In the next section we will introduce the example 
after some preliminaries. 

2. AN QUASI UNMIXED ARTINIAN MODULES 

Firstly, we remind some results on attached primes and Noetherian dimension of Artinian 
modules. The theory of secondary representation was introduced by I. G. Macdonald [11] 
which is in some sense dual to that of primary decomposition for Noetherian modules. Note 
that every Artinian R-module A has a minimal secondary representation A — Ai-\-.. .+An, 
where Aj is pj-secondary. The set {pi , . . . , pn} is independent of the choice of the minimal 
secondary representation of A. This set is called the set of attached prime ideals of A, and 
denoted by Att^ A. 

Lemma 2.1. [11] The set of all minimal elements o/Att/t A is exactly the set of all minimal 
elements o/Var(AnniiA). In particular, 

dim{R/AUURA) =max{dim{R/p) \ p e A t t R A } . 

R. N. Roberts [15] introduced the concept of Krull dimension for Artinian modules. D. 
Kirby [10] changed the terminology of Roberts to Noetherian dimension to avoid confusion 
with Krull dimension defined for finitely generated modules. Here we use the terminolo^ 
of Kirby [10]. Denote by N-dimj? A the Noetherian dimension of A. 

Note that A has a natural structure as an i£-module. With this structure, a subset of 
A is an i?-submodule if and only if it is an i?-submodule of A. Therefore A is an Artinian 
i?-module and N-dim^ A = N-dim^ A. So, without any confusion, we can write N-dim A 
instead of N-dimR A or N-dim^ A. 
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Lemma 2.2. [2, 8.2.4 and 8.2.5] Attfl A = {p n i t j p e A t t ^ A } . 

The following properties on dimension of Artinian modules have been proved in [4]. 

Lemma 2.3. The following statements hold. 
(i) dim(iJ/AnnRA) > N-dim^A. 
(ii) If A satisfies the property (*) then dim(i?/ Ann^ A) = N-dimjj A. 

Now, our example is contructed base on the domain given by C. Huneke and A. Taylor 
[9]. Let i be an ideal of R. Remind that an i?-moduIe JV is said to be I- cofinite if Supp(iV) C 
Var(J) and ExtR(J?//, Af) is finitely generated for alH > 0. Using Matlis duality we have 
that an it-module is m-cofinite if and only if it is an Artinian module. As a consequence, the 
local cohomology module H'^{M) is tn-cofinite for any finitely generated it-module M. In 
[8], R. Hartshorne posed the question that whether H}{M) is i-cofinite for all ii However, 
R. Hartshorne gave an example to show that this result is not true in general. He also 
proved that if R is complete regular locaJ ring, p is dimension one prime ideal of R then 
H^{M) is finitely generated for all i. D. Delfino and-T. Marley [5] generahzed Hartshorne's 
result for any commutative Noetherian local ring and p is dimension one prime ideal of R. 
They also consider the top local cohomology module. 

Lemma 2.4. [5, Theorem 3] Let I be an ideal of R and M a finitely generated R-module 
of dimension d. Then Hf{M) is I-cofinite. 

Theorem 2.5. Let k be a field of charactensttc 0, R = ( Fiiz-̂ .̂ lj ^ where k[x, y, u, v] is 
a polynomial nng, f = xy ~ ux^ — vy"^ andm= {x,y,u,v). Setp = {y,u,v)R. Then 

(i) R is three-dim.e7ision catenary domain, p is prime ideal and ht(p) — 2 ( [9, Example 
6.2];. 

(ii) 0 j^ Hp (it) is quasi unmixed Artinian module, 

dimR/AnnRH^iR) = dimR/Ann^H^{R) - 3 

but Hp (it) does not satisfies the property (*). 

First, we prove the following result. 

Lemma 2.6. In the power series ring k[[x,y,u,v]] we have the expression 

f ^ xy - ux^ -vy^ ^ {x - vy-i-a^-{-a^-i ){y ~ ux -i- b^ -\- bi -\ ), 

where a^jbi, for all i>3, is homogeneous of degree i and lies in {y,u,v)k[[x,y,u,v]]. 
Proof. We prove the existence of Oi, b^, for alH > 3 by induction on i. We also show that 
every term Oj or 6i in each factor of / has positive degree in x or in y. We have 

xy — ux^ — vy^ — xy — ux^ + b^x — vy"^ — xyuv -\- a^y 
-\- term of degree > 5. 

Compare the degree 4 in both sides implies ^63 + yaz + xyuv — 0. Set 03 — —\j2xuv and 
63 — —\j2yuv. Then 03, 63 satisfies the requirement. Assume that we choosed ai,6i, where 
%<n — \ and rt > 4. Comparing the degree n + 1, we have 

Xhn — yvbn-l + 0,3bn-2 + 1- yOn — XUQn-l + b3an-2 — 0. 
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Then 
x(b„ - uan-i) + y{o^ - vbn-i)-\- ^ Oifcj-= 0. 

i+j=n-(-l;ij>3 

By induction, Oi,/?j € (y,ti,^j) and ai,bj always contain one of the following monomial 
x^jXy or y^, where i+j = n-\-l,i,j>3. Hence 

x{bn - uon-i + ^ a j 6 j ) + y{an - vbn-i + ^a j '&j) = 0, 

where the degree in x or in y of â ft̂  is positive and the degree in y of aj'fc" is positive. 
Choose 

Un, = vbn-1 — /Ja'-b"; bn — uOn-i — y~]a[b' 

we have the requirement. D 

Proof of Theorem S.5. Let R be the completion of R with respect to m-adic topology. We 
can prove that x — vy-i-a3-\-ai-\ and y — ittj-|-63 + 64 H in Lemma 2.6 are irreducible. 
Set p"i ^ {x - vy -\- as + a4-\ )R and p2 = (y - uu -I- 63 -i- 64 -I- • • )R. They are prime 
ideals and 

dimit/pi = dim it/fa = 3. 
On the other hand by Lemma 2.6, we have {f)R = ^1 np2. Hence Asshit = {pi,p2}-
Since pit-f-pi = mit, by Lichtenbaum-Hartshorne Vanishing Theorem [2, Theorem 8.2.1], 
H^iR) ^ 0. Further more 

pfl -I- p2 = p ^ C mR. 
Hence by [6, Corollary 2], we have Att^Hj(it) - {pi}. Then pi n it € AttRH^(it). Since 
0 C p"i n it are prime ideals of R and 

dim it/(pi n it) > dim Rfpi = 3, 

0 = pi n it e AttRH^{R). This implies AnnRH^(R) = 0. So p G Var(AnnRifp3(it)). 

Because ifp(it) is Artinian module then 0 --HS^R^ p ^ Hom(it/p;iy^(it)) has finite length. 

This prove that Annfl(0 :^3(ji) p) 7̂  p, or Ilf{R) does not satisfies the property (*). D 

Acknowledgment. This article was written in Chapter 3 in [1]. 
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T O M T A T 

V E M O T M O D U N A R T I N TTfA K H O N G T R O N L A N 

T r S n N g u y e n A n ' 
Tn£dng Dai hoc Sii pham Thai Nguyen 

Cho (it , m) la mp t vanh dia phUOng Noether , A la m5t i t -modun Art in va M la mo t 

i t -modun h u n h a n sinh. Xet t inh cha t sau 

Anni j (0 U p) — p vdi mgi idean nguyen t6 p 2 ATHIRA. (*) 

Ta noi rkng A 1&, tua khong trgn l&n ngu dim(it/p^) = d i m ( i ? / A n n s A) vdi mpi p G 

minAt ts - '^ - TVong [14] t ac g i a v a L . T. Nhan d a chi r a rang neu mot m o d u n Art in tijla khong 

trdn ISn A t h o a m a n t inh chat (*) th i vanh R/ AIUIRA la ca tenary va d im( i t /Ann j? A) = 

dm\{R/ Ana^A). Trong bai bao nay chung toi dUa r a vi du chiing t o rling dieu ngUdc 

l?,i cua k i t qua t r6n nhin chung khong diing. Ciing t rong [14] cac tac gia da chiing minh 

vdi mdi i > 0, neu m o d u n ddi d6ng d i iu d ia phucttig H^(M) lit ttra khong t rpn IS,n th i 

ffj5,(M) t h o a m a n t i n h c h i t (*) neu vk chi neu vanh Rf AnnR{H^{M)) la ca tenary va 

dim{R/ AnnR{H^{M))) = dim.{R/ Ann^(H^(M))). Vi du t rong bai bao nay cOng chi r a 

kit qua t rgn khSng d u n g cho cac m o d u n doi d5ng diSu dia phudng vdi gia ba t kj". 

Tuf k h o a : Modun Artm tua khdng trdn Idn, mddun ddi ddng diiu dia phuang, Chiiu 

Noether, vanh catenary, vanh chuoi luy thica hinh thiic. 
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